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Abstract 

 
Multispectral image delivers a great source of data for 
studying spatial and temporal changeability of the 
environmental factors. It consists of big data size that 
were difficult to be handled for segmentation. 
Commonly, K-Means clustering is considered to use 
because its ability to make segmentation for big data of 
the multispectral image. However has sensitivity of its 
first generated centroids. In this paper we propose a 
new approach to optimize K-Means clustering using 
Reinforcement Programming in order to make 
segmentation of multispectral image. We build a new 
mechanism for generating initial centroids by 
implementing exploration and exploitation knowledge 
from Reinforcement Programming. This optimization 
will lead a better result for K-means data cluster. We 
selected multispectral image from Landsat 7 in 
Medawai, Borneo, Indonesia, and apply 3 segmentation 
areas. We made series of experiments and compared the 
experimental results of K-means using Reinforcement 
Programming as optimizing initiate centroid and normal 
K-means without optimization process. 
 
Keywords: Multispectral images, landsat, automatic 
clustering, K-means. 
 
1. Introduction 

Multispectral image delivers great source of data for 
studying temporal changeability of earth environment. It 
is used in a number of implementation such as 
environmental damage, nursing of land use, radiation 
level check, urban planning, growth directive, soil test 
and crop outcome increment [1]. One major area of 
multispectral image analysis is vegetation mapping 
classification. This area delivering information about 
forestation, deforestation or the changes of vegetation on 
earth. Multispectral image provide an information which 
could delivers a good coverage, mapping and 
classification about land cover features like vegetation, 
soil, water and forest information. Nowadays, 
Multispectral image analysis became a trend and replace 

the manual classification techniques for Mapping area in 
earth surface, which the manual classification techniques 
necessitates expensive and time-intensive field surveys 
[8]. Because of this trend, many researches and studies 
has been done on working in multispectral image 
classification. Classification result will shows 
identifiable or meaningful features of land cover area 
[9]. The result could be implied in a bunch of 
information kind, depends on how the information will 
serve. Regardless of all the advantages, Multispectral 
image classification is a difficult things to do, because of 
the complexity of landscapes captured and the large data 
size of images. 

Multispectral images consist of multiband Landsat 
satellite image, it is composed from seven bands or 
layers, each band represent a different portion of 
electromagnetic spectrum. Thsi seven bands will be used 
as one dataset before processing in classification 
algorithm. Multispectral image classification project 
done by combining image processing and unsupervised 
classification methods or clustering. Multispectral 
classification algorithms have gained attention in the 
recent days, due to their good performance in showing 
desire information from Landsat images. Multispectral 
clustering result can be receive by grouping area in 
multispectral images by comparing and grouping the 
similarities between each area. Multispectral clustering 
will produce similar object and generate a new image of 
clustered image. Cluster algorithm will specify and 
identify new cluster of items with a high degree of 
similarity toward each item (internal homogeneity) and a 
not likely members of other clusters (external 
homogeneity). 

However, Landsat images have a big data size and 
has colour feature that tend to be similar with the other 
bands, that were difficult to handle In other hand, K-
Means discovered as one of most well-known methods 
for clustering, it is developed by Mac Queen in 1967. 
The simplicity of K-means made this algorithm could be 
implemented in various cases that has a big size data. K-
means is a partition clustering method that separates data 
into k groups. This reason makes k-means method 
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